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Abstract: Technological developments along with the emergence of Industry 4.0 allow for new
approaches to solve industrial problems, such as the Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP). In this sense,
embedding Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) into Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) is a highly promising
approach to handle complex and dynamic JSPs. This paper proposes a data exchange framework
in order to deal with the JSP considering the state-of-the-art technology regarding MAS, CPS and
industrial standards. The proposed framework has self-configuring features to deal with disturbances
in the production line. This is possible through the development of an intelligent system based on
the use of agents and the Internet of Things (IoT) to achieve real-time data exchange and decision
making in the job-shop. The performance of the proposed framework is tested in a simulation
study based on a real industrial case. The results substantiate gains in flexibility, scalability and
efficiency through the data exchange between factory layers. Finally, the paper presents insights
regarding industrial applications in the Industry 4.0 era in general and in particular with regard to
the framework implementation in the analyzed industrial case.

Keywords: Multi-Agent Systems; Internet of Things; IoT; Digital Manufacturing; Job-shop
Scheduling Problem

1. Introduction

Over the years, industry performance has increasingly benefited from technological developments.
More recently, new information technologies have given rise to intelligent factories in what is
termed as Industry 4.0 (i4.0) [1]. The i4.0 revolution involves the combination of intelligent and
adaptive systems using shared knowledge among diverse heterogeneous platforms for computational
decision-making [1–3], within Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS).

The emergence of CPS brings up new solving opportunities to industrial problems since it
integrates computational with physical processes [2,4], including coordination, monitoring and control
of physical operations and engineering systems [5]. A typical example of an industrial opportunity of
this kind is scheduling, whose goal is to achieve resource optimization and minimization of the total
execution time [6].

Given the characteristics of complexity, dynamism and stochasticity of industrial environments,
the resolution of this type of problem may involve the use of very complex solutions. When considering
the industrial job-shop, these characteristics include a diversity of products, processes and
unpredictable events such as the arrival of new orders, processing delays, machine failures
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and unavailability of raw materials, tools, or people [7,8]. Accordingly, the problem of creating
a job-shop scheduling, known as Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP), is considered one of the hardest
manufacturing problems in the literature [9].

The scheduling result determines the resource allocation for each time value and the order of the
tasks’ execution [6]. Adequate production scheduling enables reducing the time needed to complete
tasks, increasing capacity utilization and overall efficiency and thus maximizing the organization’
profitability [10]. Currently, most of the job-shop scheduling literature uses a static approach for solving
the JSP [11], in part due to the difficulty of considering job-shop dynamics. Among the literature using
a dynamic approach to solve the JSP, the use of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) is remarkable.

In the MAS approach, production resources are established as intelligent agents,
which communicate with each other for achieving dynamic reconfigurations and high flexibility [12,13].
Due to agents characteristics of autonomy, robustness to failures and ability to dynamically and
flexibly schedule production [14], MAS allows achieving computational agility and better reactivity
and adaptability in highly changing environments such as job-shops [15]. As a result, MAS has been
recognized as a promising paradigm for the upcoming generation of manufacturing systems [14,16–18],
as well as one of the most suitable technologies for dealing with the JSP [19].

However, despite the success of MAS approaches for production planning, scheduling and
logistics, this approach has still potential to be explored for industrial automation, with most
applications involving only laboratory environments or industrial prototypes. One of the main reasons
is the lack of standards use for developing such automated systems [3,20]. One of the automation
pillars is the use of clearly defined processes. Hence, the use of standards in automated environments
is not only common but also essential to creating stable processes and reliable systems [21]. At the same
time, standardization is vital for diffusing agent-based technologies in industrial applications [22].

Thus, the main goal of this paper is to propose a dynamic framework for the JSP, based on
current industry standards and technologies. Our framework considers a MAS architecture to
create an intelligent system, self-adaptable to unforeseen disturbances as they occur in the job-shop.
The framework performance is compared to a real industrial scenario setting through simulation.
Therefore, among main contributions of this paper one can cite: (i) proposing and validating
an intelligent system to handle the JSP, which is highly flexible, robust and adaptable; (ii) analysis
regarding the study case, including the verification that balancing the analyzed production line
through the use of dispatch rules can provide fully meeting the demand while also minimizing
inventory levels (at the cost of increasing the number of setup activities performed); (iii) confirmation
that combining real-time data collection and dispatching rules allow for fast adapting to unforeseen
disturbances like machine breakdown situations; and (iv) identification of future research on MAS and
data-driven technologies.

Thus, following this introduction, Section 2 presents the materials and methods used in this paper.
Section 3 describes the theoretical framework related to the JSP, current MAS applications in CPS
and industrial standards. Next, Section 4, introduces our framework, followed by Sections 5 and 6,
which presents the framework’ application to a real industrial scenario and the main conclusions of
this work, respectively.

2. Materials and Methods

First, we conducted a narrative review of the literature on three topics:

1. JSP, in order to identify the main characteristics and methods to deal with it;
2. Applications of MAS in CPS, in order to assess the best practices in the development of MAS and

technologies currently applied in the implementation of such systems in the CPS domain;
3. Industrial standards, in order to analyze the main standards currently used in the industry, as well

as relevant characteristics to be considered for facilitating its implementation.
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The search was carried out in three databases: Scopus, Web of Science and Google Scholar.
Moreover, conference papers, as well as discussions with experts in the field were used as secondary
sources. The proposed framework is the result of this phase.

In the second phase a case study was used to analyze implementation aspects of the proposed
framework. The case study comprised a real industrial scenario analysis, where a first test application
of the proposed method was simulated and evaluated. A preliminary study was published and
discussed in the 16th IFAC Symposium on Information Control Problems in Manufacturing (INCOM)
Conference [23]. The company is a manufacturer of mechanical parts, which works primarily in
the automotive industry. The company performs monthly production scheduling with Preactor.
Two simulation models were developed at this stage: one based on a real monthly scheduling generated
by Preactor for the analyzed production line and another in which the proposed framework was used
to dynamically coordinate scheduling activities of the same production line. Both simulation models
were developed in Anylogic, which offers multimethod features, comprising modeling and simulation
tools for system dynamics, discrete event and agent-based approaches [24].

Demand data was provided by the company and represents typical monthly demand. This data
is the same currently used by Preactor to perform a monthly scheduling. The framework performance
is verified by comparing the results of both simulation models. Figure 1 shows the main steps carried
out in this article.
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3. Literature Review

3.1. The Job-Shop Scheduling Problem

The Job-shop Scheduling Problem (JSP) is one of the most important problems in
manufacturing [9] due to its effect on the whole company and supply chain performance. The JSP
involves sequencing a set of jobs, which have their own chain of operations, to be processed for a given
length of time in a set of machines [9].

Finding an ideal solution to this problem in an acceptable amount of time is challenging due to
job-shop environments high complexity [25]. Because of the factorial explosion of possible solutions,
JSPs belong to the intractable numerical problems class, also known as NP-hard [9,25,26]. In this class
of problems, exact or complete methods providing optimal solutions might take longer periods
to be computed, whereas approximate methods can provide nearly optimal solutions in more
appropriate time [27,28]. Due to this, there are different approaches and methods to deal with the JSP,
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each impacting in different ways the scheduling in the job-shop. These approaches and methods are
shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Job-shop Scheduling Problem approaches and methods.

The distinct approaches and methods directly influence the volume, frequency and intensity
of data exchange in the job-shop, as well as the scheduling quality. These characteristics affect the
configuration and implementation of MAS and consequently the production performance of a company.
Thus, the following subsections discuss these approaches and methods.

3.1.1. Approaches to Deal with the JSP

There are three main approaches used for handling the JSP: Heuristic Rules, Classical Optimization
and Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) approaches. All of them can be used both for creating a scheduling in
advance (classical approach) as for dealing with scheduling dynamically (dynamic approach).

Heuristic rules, also known as dispatching rules, priority rules, or scheduling rules, are used for
determining which job will be selected next among the variety of jobs in queue to be manufactured
on a specific machine, without previously examining the outcome of the choices [29]. In addition of
being one of the most common methods adopted for scheduling, there is a variety of dispatching rules
acknowledged for a diversity of scheduling criteria. Reference [30] did a survey related to the use of
dispatching rules for scheduling, presenting 26 distinct dispatching rules used for the most variable
purposes. Some of these purposes include for example the use of dispatching rules for minimizing
completion or execution times, maximizing the standard deviation or for a Just-in-time production.

Classical Optimization methods, in turn, are divided into two primary classical approaches,
both based on enumeration techniques: the branch and bound method and dynamic programming.
Branch and bound is based on lower bounds of the optimal problem solution, used for guiding
a branching process that divides the problem into smaller and mutually exclusive sub-problems
searched until the best solution is found. In dynamic programming, on the other hand, the set of
possible schedules is generated through accounting each job as the last and checking up how well
this particular choice would help in optimizing a given criterion. In this way, the optimal schedule is
discovered by picking up the minimal of this set [29]. Based on this definition, Meta-heuristics
can also be considered dynamic programming (although not cited in Reference [29]): they are
high-level heuristics that guide nearest neighborhood search methods, which follow the idea of
searching neighborhoods for escaping from local optima [31]. As examples of Meta-heuristic methods,
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reference [31] highlight simulated annealing, tabu search and genetic algorithms, which may accept
poor solutions for escaping local optima or may focus on finding out more adequate starting solutions
(instead of just picking them up randomly) for the local search.

Finally, Artificial Intelligence methods also have broad application to handle the JSP in a variety
of ways and combinations, including its use in heuristics and optimization methods as well.
Reference [29] highlight Neural Networks, which comprise a system of individual computational
neurons. Each neuron of this system has interconnections, which receive weighted inputs that go
through an activation function, leading to a learning process [29]. Other A.I. methods cited in
Reference [31] include (but are not limited to) knowledge-based systems, fuzzy logic, case-based
reasoning and Petri nets.

3.1.2. Scheduling Flexibility of the JSP

Classical Approach

In the classical approach, also known as static scheduling or offline scheduling, the entire planning
horizon is considered, being all the jobs scheduled at once. Thus, an a priori (predictive) schedule is
created based on some conditions assumed prior to the creation of scheduling [32]. One of these
assumptions may be the inclusion of disturbances that have a high probability of occurring in
an attempt to create a predictive scheduling already adapted for these disturbances.

Other common assumption is that all information related to work and machines availability
are previously known and that these conditions will not change during the execution of the
scheduling [33,34]. However, job-shops are inherently complex, dynamic and stochastic with
a diversity of products, processes, levels of production and occurrence of unforeseen disturbances,
which makes a scheduling based on this assumption more sensitive to disturbances. These disturbances
may include, for example, the variation in orders (cancellations, generation of new orders, delays or
changes in ongoing orders), processing delays, machine failures and the unavailability of tools,
raw materials, or workforce [7,8].

Dynamic Approach

Dynamic scheduling, also known as online scheduling [35], deals with scheduling considering
real-time disturbances [31]. Thus, the program execution is considered step by step and priorities are
determined and applied dynamically [28].

According to the rule used for developing the scheduling system, dynamic scheduling can be
divided into four categories [36–38]:

• Completely reactive scheduling: no pre-schedule is generated and scheduling is done in real-time.
• Predictive-reactive scheduling: a schedule is generated beforehand and a rescheduling is

considered for responding to real-time disturbances.
• Predictive-reactive robust scheduling: a schedule is generated beforehand and a rescheduling is

performed when the impact of disturbances on performance measures is significant.
• Robust pro-active scheduling: the schedule is generated beforehand anticipating the impact of

disturbances in the manufacturing system.

Regarding the use of dispatching rules, dynamic scheduling can further be classified according to
the decision mode used for defining these rules. Reference [7] classify and define decisions modes in
dispatching rules as (1) simulation-based; (2) Artificial Intelligence (A.I.)-based and (3) agent-based
approaches. According to the authors, a simulation model or computational/knowledge model must
be developed for the first two approaches for resembling the existing manufacturing system as similar
as possible. Simulations are then used as a decision support tool for evaluating distinct dispatching
rules for dynamic control, or A.I. techniques are applied for finding optimal solutions in the AI-based
approach. Considering that the responses of this system should be taken quickly, time is of great
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concern in these two types of approaches. Therefore, agent-based approaches have the advantage
of quick response to dynamic changes through local decision-making. The main advantages and
disadvantages of each type of dispatching rule under this classification are highlighted in Table 1.

Table 1. Decisions modes’ advantages and disadvantages highlighted in Reference [7].

Decision Mode Advantages Disadvantages

Simulation-based
• Easier and cheaper to implement
• Useful to answer “what if” questions

• Challenging to validate
• Greater difficulty to adapt itself to real

time system changes
• Results may be difficult to interpret
• Dependent on centralized computing

Artificial
intelligence

• Best optimization results in relation to the
other two approaches, achieving optimal
results depending on the used algorithm

• Requires high computational capacity
and long computing times, depending
on the system’s complexity

• Limited to make real-time decisions
• Time consuming to implement
• Low flexibility

Agent-based or
Multi-Agent

Systems

• Rapid response to changes in the
manufacturing environment

• Highly flexible to meet new
system configurations

• Modularity, reconfigurability, adaptability,
fault tolerance and
extensibility characteristics

• Supports distributed computing.

• Suboptimal results
• Hard to implement
• Highly dependent on communication

resources between agents

Reference [39] emphasize that great advances in computational capacity have deployed the
development of methods combining simulation and optimization, so that now simulation is used
for its great detail potential while optimization techniques are used to find optimal or sub-optimal
solutions. Regarding this, References [15,31] highlight the need for combining distinct scheduling
approaches with A.I. to provide the scheduling system with the adaptability and robustness needed
for handling the JSP.

3.2. Multi-Agent Systems

Most scheduling systems used in industrial environments currently operate centrally and
hierarchically [36], that is, with decisions being made at a single point in the system and being passed
down to the remaining stations from top to bottom. Although centralization may allow a reliable
overview of the system state [31], the use of a centralized top-down approach for task distribution
causes rigidity and limits real-world problem-solving capability [40,41]. Hence, a hierarchical and
centralized scheduling is ineffective in highly dynamic environments where unexpected events are
more frequent.

In this sense, Multi-Agent Systems (MASs) are seen among the most promising approaches to
solve scheduling problems in these environments [18,19]. At the same time, the use of MASs offers
significant advantages for industrial automation, including automated or semi-automated problem
solving and capabilities of distributed control and processing [42]. The autonomous characteristics
provided by the use of agents can still contribute to the development of autonomous processes, or even
systems based on autonomous control.

For a system to be considered autonomous, two fundamental characteristics must be present:
the capability of self-control and independence from its neighbor systems and from its environment [43].
Autonomous control, in turn, describes decentralized decision-making processes in heterarchical
structures. It infers interacting components which have the ability to take decisions independently
in non-deterministic systems [44], such as autonomous agents in MASs. However, these agents
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(or elements) also need to be coordinated through specific policies [36,45]. Through coordination
policies, it is possible to coordinate an innumerable number of autonomous agents towards a common
goal. Thus, a good coordination policy, which can deliver effective adapting to changing circumstances
and efficient global performance, is crucial for the system performance [45,46].

The most common coordination mechanisms used for agents are based on message passing,
followed by the Blackboard [47]. Differently from message passing, in the Blackboard paradigm agents
share a global memory instead of exchanging direct messages. This might avoid communication
overhead that decreases agent’s decision reaction to system’ disturbances and causes them to employ
more time acting on messages than performing their functions [7]. The use of a coordinating agent to
control other agents is also an option to avoid these situations. With supervisory control introduction,
the system is capable of generating integrated solutions with better overall performance [48–50].

Only local information is needed for a subsystem’ autonomous control. For this, the logistic
objects must be capable of receiving local information, processing it and deciding about their
next action [43]. This is achievable with local agents. Besides, the logistic structure must supply
distributed information on local states and different options for enabling decisions generally [51],
which is possible with the use of a coordinating agent. Therefore, at the same time that distributed
cooperation among agents and autonomous decision can enable self-x characteristics and high
flexibility, the coordinating agent centralizes the feedback of the various system agents to achieve
high global efficiency. With decision-making located where information arises, global information
reaches its minimum. At the same time, scheduling turn into dynamic and resources like machines
and products turn into intelligent objects that can interact for cooperation [43,52]. Thus, the system
is decomposed into functional and simplified modular parts, leading to self-x characteristics like
self-organization, self-adaptation and self-optimization [43].

By also using the Blackboard paradigm for indirect communication between local agents and its
coordinator, the exchange of information directly between agents is reduced, avoiding communication
overhead. Thus, the construction of a structure with these characteristics for dealing with the Job-shop
Scheduling Problem would allow: (i) greater agility and flexibility to deal with stochastic events in
the job-shop; (ii) less need for data distribution capacity; (iii) a simplified and modular view of the
system, facilitating analysis, improvements and integration with other autonomous systems of the
factory; and (iv) an autonomous system with autonomous control.

MASs Applications in Cyber-Physical Systems

MAS approaches are currently being used to build-up some typical CPS functions. Between
these, one can cite [5,12,53] for Cloud computing, references [54,55] for Internet of Things (IoT) and [2]
for a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), besides MAS use as a means of integrating other system
functions in References [3,56].

In particular, reference [12] highlights the use of a coordinator agent to process large amounts
of data and take globally oriented decisions. The authors present an intelligent factory structure
combining supervisory control terminals with intelligent shop floor objects and industrial cloud.
Intelligent objects are machines, transporters and products, modeled as agents using negotiation
mechanisms for cooperation. The coordinating agent, located in the cloud, processes a large amount
of data collected from the plant, coordinating the distributed intelligent objects behavior and issuing
alerts on the performance indicators for control terminals. Intelligent machines communicate their
status and process information to this agent, while distributed sensors continually transfer their data
to it.

Reference [54], on the other hand, present a concept using agents together with Raspberry Pi
devices to form an IoT network. This approach, called AgPi, uses MAS to command various network
activities. According to the authors, the Pi device is a low footprint and low-cost mini-computing
device. Agents operate on each Pi device, making decisions autonomously. The authors point out that
although RFID is generally a good option, it presents as major disadvantage the need for proximity
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between transmitter and receiver devices. In this sense, the use of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
technologies, such as Pi devices, may offer a superior solution to RFID tags in cases where emitters
and receivers are far apart.

Furthermore, reference [55] present an IoT infrastructure for the collaborative fulfillment
of warehouse orders based on RFID, MAS and ambient intelligence. This structure consists of
an Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) platform middleware (based on Universal Plug and
Play protocol), a MAS created using JADE multi-agent platform, an ERP and a physical devices layer
(trucks, pallets, forklifts and packing machines equipped with RFID technology). For comparison
purposes with the aforementioned Pi devices, RFID technology can be divided in passive (tags) and
active (readers). Tags cost only a few cents but are unable to perform computations such as Pi devices.
RFID readers, which have a computational capacity and are used to read these tags, cost a few tens
of dollars. Thus, the authors highlight that RFID industrial deployment reduces investment costs,
encouraging companies to use a bottom-up approach to warehouse management. It is also worth
noting that agents are not embedded in the products as the previous presented implementation but
run on “normal” desktop systems or servers, exchanging information with the ERP and Middleware
environment architectures using XML interfaces and EAI middleware.

MAS can still be integrated with SOA by forming up a service-oriented multi-agent system that
not only shares services but also forms a distributed agent network integrating SOA principles [2].
In these systems, the front layer includes services that encapsulate the functionalities provided by
agents. These agents, in turn, provide intelligence, autonomy and control. Reference [2] present and
discuss four European industrial projects, seen as headlight projects that reflect a broader on transition
thinking for the community about CPSs. Of these four projects, two in particular use agents in their
implementation: FP7 GRACE (MAS in Manufacturing Automation) and FP7 ARUM (MAS merged
with SOA for Production Management).

The FP7 Grace project integrates processes and quality control adopting MAS for implementing
dynamic self-tuning procedures and feedback controls with the goal of improving production
quality and efficiency. The designed agent-based solution was implemented through distributing the
multiplicity of agents by 8 computers arranged on the production line, interconnected by TCP/IP
protocols over an Ethernet network. The other MAS based example, ARUM FP7, applies mitigation
strategies for acting more quickly and appropriately to unexpected events in the production of highly
customized and complex products. For this, agents are used to developing planning, scheduling
and production optimization tools, which display their internal functionality as services following
SOA principles. An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) architecture is used as a backbone to support
interoperability between the MAS knowledge-based decision support tools developed. Although
its potential, both projects are prototypes hardly replicable due to its very particular development
characteristics and disregard to industrial standards.

The MAS’ characteristics of modularity, autonomy, flexibility, robustness and adaptability can
also be implemented to fulfill functions of integration between different factory operations. On this
subject, reference [56] present an architecture for Agent-based MES dedicated to short-series production
support. Both workflow and information exchange follow ISA-95 standard and are implemented
in a dynamic, agent-based environment. Holons are a cybernetic part of this application, collecting
information from the actual production system. Agents use internet services, which are also available
to human users, for processing this information.

Finally, reference [3] present the Watchdog Agent (WA) application, which consists of different
analysis methodologies to evaluate the deterioration process of machines and their components.
The WA is a multi-sensor performance evaluation and prediction toolbox that enables quantitative
evaluation and performance degradation levels analysis for critical components of machines [57].
The application is able to predict machine deterioration with self-conscious intelligence, avoiding
potential problems or failures. To achieve this, the WA collects and processes a large amount of
data from various production facilities and distinct platforms. For predictive analyzes, recognized
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methodologies for processing, prediction and forecasting were implemented. Based on their knowledge
of both process and equipment to be supervised, the agent becomes aware of the current situation,
facilitating the dynamic adjustment of the tools available for predictive analysis. In addition, the agent
is able to remember observed situations and, as a consequence, can identify circumstances that have
never been observed before.

Another example presented in Reference [3] is the demonstrator myJoghurt, developed to
evaluate new Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) approaches. The demonstrator encompass
a production process for daily consumer products, more specifically the manufacturing of
mass-customized yogurt. The myJoghurt demonstrator performs the interconnection of locally
distributed production facilities, establishing a CPPS network through an internet connection.
These distributed facilities have the capacity of communicating with each other through defined
protocols and interfaces based on MAS. After a configuration of a personalized yogurt recipe is
completed by costumers, the request is forwarded to a provider agent that represents different supplier
plants. This provider agent decides which vendor’s factory will receive an assignment to supply
its production services. In this way, the main task of the MAS and its decision making is to choose
an appropriate factory (considering individual price/delivery period characteristics) to produce the
yogurt product [58].

3.3. Industrial Standards for Data Exchange

The difficulty of integrating systems with multiple points of interest in production has led software
developers to bundle multiple management components into unique and integrated solutions [59–61].
Among these solutions are two highly used in industry today: ERP and Manufacturing Execution
System (MES).

ERP has emerged for many manufacturing companies as a standard in the market for generic
information systems [62]. It provides a unified platform for managing the company’s business in
all areas where is possible to automate information [63], maintaining important business data and
supporting business processes [60]. However, ERPs do not allow controlling production operations in
real-time. Thus, decisions made at the strategic level of the ERP should be executed and monitored in
real time by control systems [56]. In this sense, MESs are service-oriented interfaces connecting business
with production operations [56]. Thus, MESs enable linking real-time control devices to high-level
management, providing a common user interface and data management system (e.g., SCADA and
Graphical User Interface (GUI) systems) [56,60].

Despite enabling the capture of data and monitoring machines conditions in real time [64],
MESs generally have a static hierarchy, with a pre-established set of services and fixed interfaces for
production facilities, making these systems very difficult to modify [56]. In addition, information
integration difficulties can arise when data is exchanged between heterogeneous application systems,
such as ERP and MES. Therefore, standard models and manufacturing information schemas are
required, playing important roles in sharing information and integrating heterogeneous business
applications [65].

Among these models, ISA-95 is highly recognized in the industry due to its focus on the
integration between these two types of solutions (ERP and MES) and its high level of application in the
industrial environment [63,66,67]. ISA-95, also known as IEC 62264, provides consistent terminologies,
models and interfaces for integrating data exchange between different levels of a production system’s
hierarchy [67,68]. The standard defines the MES data structure and its services associated with
manufacturing operations such as (i) product definition; (ii) production planning; (iii) production
capacity management and (iv) production performance evaluation.

ISA-95 also defines the information exchanged between finance, sales and logistics processes and
quality, production and maintenance systems [56]. It distinguishes these operations through a clear
description of requirements and functions, at the same time that unites them through a well-defined
communication interface. This communication interface is performed by an XML application of the
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ANSI/ISA-95 family of standards named Business to Manufacturing Markup Language (B2MML).
This application is based on UML (Unified Modeling Language) models, also primarily used for
developing standard interfaces between MES and ERP systems [56,65].

ISA-95 defines processes as a five-level (0–4) functional hierarchy model, distinguishing two
distinct domains inside a manufacturing company: the corporate (Level 4) and the manufacturing
(Level 3 and levels below) domains. The corporate domain (Level 4) includes decisions on determining
inventory levels and establishing the plant’ basic schedule. Therefore the time frame considered
for decisions on this domain comprises from months to days or shifts. The manufacturing domain
on the other hand, defined by the standard as Manufacturing Operations Management (MOM),
details all activities supporting manufacturing in quality, production, maintenance and inventory
areas [60]. This includes activities such as following the workflow, keeping records and optimizing the
production process (Level 3), monitoring and supervisory control (Level 2), sensing and manipulating
the production process (Level 1), and the physical processes themselves (Level 0).

Thus, ISA-95 business processes are executed in the top layer (ERP), which transmits the data to
the MOM layer, where the requests are scheduled and production plans are created [66]. The orders
are then divided into many subtasks that are handled by distinct fabrication cells. This process
creates production orders of the subtasks that are performed by the control level. Running production
information is collected in a bottom-up manner.

Among the 5 parts that make up ISA-95, Part 3 encompasses activities related to production
operations management, which include scheduling activities. In his part, the “Production information
model” presented in Part 1 is expanded into four categories, with the aim of better detailing the flow
of information in the company. In the activity model presented in Part 3 for production operations
management, eight functions are presented for production operations management, namely: Detailed
Production Scheduling, Production Resource Management, Production Dispatching, Production
Tracking, Product Definition Management, Production Execution, Production Data Collection and
Production Performance Analysis.

The potential of agents to perform different functions autonomously enables all the eight functions
presented to be deployed in a MAS, including the process control functions presented in Level
0-1-2. The development of a MAS based on ISA-95 standards, in turn, facilitates its integration with
other existing industrial solutions developed based on this standard, highlighting the importance of
considering ISA-95’ popularity for avoiding applicability issues. In addition, the use of standards
contribute to achieving the high levels of automation desired in the CPS era, as well as facilitating
the implementation of later modifications to adapt processes or to include new functions, potentially
eliminating the difficulty of replicating existing MAS’ solutions for other industrial cases.

Thus, considering the points mentioned, the proposed MAS framework for dealing with the JSP
is presented in the next section.

4. A MAS Framework to Dynamically Deal with the JSP

4.1. Framework Proposal

Considering the information presented, as well as the models and information established in
ISA-95 standard, the framework for handling the JSP dynamically is presented in Figure 3.
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The framework distinguishes between the two distinct domains considered by ISA-95 (corporate
and manufacturing domains), exchanging data through them using the XML implementation known
as Business to Manufacturing Markup Language (B2MML). Six types of agents are considered, with the
following functions:

• Agent Order Fulfillment: This type of agent receives demand information from the ERP and
separates them into orders, creating a new agent for each product to be manufactured (Ag Prod).
For this, Agent Order Fulfillment must have data about the variety of possible products to be
made, as well as the operations required for their production. This agent records priority numbers
on these newly created Agents Product according to a given dispatching rule (order of arrival,
priority, due time, etc.), which is used for determining their order in waiting queues;

• Agents Product (Ag Prod): Each agent of this type contains information of a given order to be
made, such as due time, processes sequence, priority and so forth, according to the information
provided by Agent Order Fulfillment. This agent still records on itself the operations already
performed for its production;

• Agents Machine (Ag Mac): This type of agent provides data of interest on a particular machine,
such as availability, queued products, production delays and so forth. It can still be used to send
alerts of interest about the machine on which it is allocated, warning about breakages or possible
defects, for example;

• Agents Supervisor (Ag Sup): This type of agent supervises a certain number of machines with
specific characteristics, collecting information individually from each machine about availability,
delays, performance and so forth. It can still have a dispatching rule to determine the best
processing sequence of its supervised machines according to an objective function;

• Agent Coordinator: This agent receives the processing sequences created by each Agent
Supervisor (based on these agents particular local information) and generates a new schedule
based on this information considering the best global performance. Agent Coordinator can also
be used for coordinating other agents exclusively using dispatching rules (and therefore does not
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creating a schedule per se) and for providing periodically information needed by the ERP, such as
order status, machine breaks, new scheduling and so forth;

• AI Agent: This agent has an A.I. algorithm that is applied in a simulation model, which uses the
schedule provided by Agent Coordinator as input, to create an optimized schedule. This agent
can use optimization or A.I. approaches for exploring the search space in an effective and efficient
way—as pointed out in Reference [69]—or to build and learn an understanding of possible results’
panorama while going in the direction of the solution space—hence reducing computational times.

For avoiding communication overhead, the Blackboard concept can be used through a wireless
network for data exchange between all agents, as well as between the two domains considered. In this
way, an Internet of Things environment is created for the agents.

In this environment, the information flow starts with the ERP system, which periodically sends
a demand to Agent Order Fulfillment and is updated with data from Agent Coordinator. Agent Order
Fulfillment splits the demand from ERP into several Product Agents, which in turn send their
individual information to Agents Supervisor, which also receive local information from its supervised
Agents Machine. Agents Supervisor exchange information with Agent Coordinator, which centralizes
all Agents Supervisor data (and therefore, the current status of all factory’s products and machines) to
create a global schedule. Once this schedule is generated for a time “t”, Agent Coordinator sends it to
Agents Supervisor, which pass it to Agents Machine for being executed during a certain period of time
“t”. At the same time, Agent Coordinator provides its schedule as input for a simulation model, which
is used by AI Agent to generate a partially new improved schedule to be executed from time period “t
+ 1”. Once the schedule is improved by AI Agent, it is sent back to Agent Coordinator, which passes it
again to Agents Supervisor, to be passed to Agents Machine for execution from time period “t + 1”.

Figure 4 presents a UML representation of the message exchange between agents, exemplifying
the proposed time periods “t” and “t + 1” for illustrating its concept. These parameters represent the
time interval for executing the schedule defined by dispatching rules on Agent Coordinator and the
time interval for improving this schedule through the AI Agent, respectively.
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The main variable to be considered when implementing the framework is the time “t” to create
the schedule. In factories with high production and complexity, the AI Agent might take a long time to
generate a new schedule. In this case, selecting an algorithm that reaches a suboptimal solution faster
might be more appropriate or even using only dispatching rules (thus eliminating AI Agent). On the
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other hand, factories with low production and larger processing times can obtain great benefits with
the scheduling improvement made possible by AI Agent. Another important variable to consider is the
periodicity of information exchanged between MOM and ERP. A simulation model is recommended
for choosing the most appropriate parameters for each case in the framework implementation.

In this way, the proposed framework can be classified as a dynamic approach with the use of
dispatching rules in an Agent-based decision mode, which can be extended to use simulation and
artificial intelligence (through the use of the AI Agent). Thus, it is possible to choose between heuristics,
optimization and artificial intelligence approaches, being the first recommended for lower level agents
(Agents Order Fulfillment, Agent Product and Agent Machine) and the second and third for upper level
agents (Agent Supervisor, Agent Coordinator and A.I. Agent). In particular, regarding the taxonomy
proposed by [39], the use of AI Agent with a simulation model is classified as Optimization based
on Simulation-based Iterations (OSI). The framework can still be implemented with any of the three
rescheduling range policies (right-shift, complete and partial) highlighted in Reference [70], as well as
any of the three updating options presented in References [15,31,71] (periodic, event-based or hybrid),
depending on the company’s interest. In particular, for using right-shift policy it is mandatory the use
of an AI Agent for complementing Agent Coordinator’ functionality, based on dispatching rules.

The proposed framework also has the autonomy characteristics presented in Reference [43]:
considering the scheduling as a separated system inside the factory, the framework implementation
acts as an independent decision-making module able to perform actions by itself (e.g., generate and
implement schedules). At the same time, the characteristics of autonomous control are achieved by
combining the framework’ heterarchical structure with its decentralized decision-making possibilities,
seen on the agents’ functionality. Thus, the advantages related to autonomous systems might be
achieved through the framework implementation, for example greater agility and flexibility to deal
with stochastic events and less need for data distribution capacity. Similarly, the implementation
provides a simplified and modular view of the scheduling system, thus facilitating analysis,
improvements and integration with other autonomous systems of the factory. Once built for the
job-shop, the system can be extended for integrating intelligently the remaining areas of the company
in a modular way by adding new functions to the high level agents (or by creating new types of
agents).

4.2. Theoretical Implementation

As previously mentioned, the development of a simulation model (or at least a computational/
knowledge model, as cited in Reference [7]) is a step of great importance to be considered previously
to the framework implementation in the real job-shop scenario. The simulation model makes it
possible to (i) analyze the data collection and processing parameters to define the best suited to
the company’s objectives; (ii) verify the possible improvements of performance coming from the
framework implementation; (iii) find the balance between desired performance and investments
required in sensors and data processing devices; (iv) facilitate the transition of the company from
its current state to the state of effective implementation, anticipating future necessary adjustments
and (v) testing and choosing the dispatching rules that better fit the company’ needs. In addition,
the AI Agent application requires a virtual environment to emulate the real one on which the agents
will make decisions, which can be provided by the simulation model developed. Figure 5 presents
a concept for virtualization of the job-shop through a simulation model.
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Two processing cores are shown in Figure 5, visualized in the form of computers. The first one,
on the left, executes the function of Agent Order Fulfillment, receiving ERP’ production orders and
separating them into orders to be made. A sensor is allocated for each newly created order, represented
individually in the virtual environment by an Agent Product. The sensors follow physically the
order manufacturing through the factory, sending individual information about Agents Product in
production (e.g., in processing, finished, in the queue, etc.). These Agents Product, in turn, have their
production sequence defined by the second processing core, which centralizes all the information
collected from the job-shop, including data from products’ and machines’ sensors, for scheduling
(through Agents Supervisor, Agent Coordinator and AI Agent).

The physical machines are represented individually in the virtual environment by Agents Machine,
exchanging information with Agent Product’ sensors to change their state in real-time according to
their own actions on it (e.g., put it in the queue, process it, make it unusable, etc.). Each Agent
Machine is configurable using its own monitored machine-specific parameters (e.g., processing times,
required setup time, failure rate, etc.). The machines have bidirectional data exchange with the second
processing core, sending information about their own status and performance, as well as data about
changes performed on Agents Product. Through a GUI interface, Agents Machine can make available
in the job-shop real-time data about production, next products to be processed or indications of its
own individual machine performance.

Regarding standardization, special attention should be given to the XML file exchanged between
ERP and MOM domains, which should follow the nomenclature proposed by ISA 95 standard in its
B2MML communication interface. Also, in relation to ISA-95, it is worth mentioning that each type of
agent can incorporate the following production functions indicated by the standard:

• Agent Order Fulfillment: Production Resource Management and Product Definition Management;
• Agents Product: Product Definition Management, Production Tracking and Production Data Collection;
• Agents Supervisor: Production Resource Management, Production Dispatching, Production Execution,

Production Tracking, Production Data Collection and Production Performance Analysis;
• Agents Machine: Production Resource Management, Production Dispatching, Production Execution,

Production Tracking, Production Data Collection and Production Performance Analysis;
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• Agent Coordinator: Detailed Production Scheduling, Production Dispatching, Production Data
Collection and Production Performance Analysis.

• AI Agent: Detailed Production Scheduling.

In relation to data collection technologies, it is highlighted the greater suitability of Bluetooth Low
Energy (BLE) devices, such as the Raspberry Pi presented in Reference [54], for being used in Agents
Product. This technology is useful due to its potential to send information even at larger distances of
receiver devices, as well as performing computing activities. At the same time, RFID readers are more
suitable for Agents Machine, because of the proximity between machines and products at the time of
processing and possible savings made by using RFID tags into products. In this case, the Agent Product
functions, which no longer could be computed due to the RFID tags’ lack of computational capability,
can be divided between the Order Fulfillment and Machine agents. Finally, another option is using
agents installed on computers with GUI interfaces for manual updating and communication through
TCP/IP protocols using an Ethernet network. The choice of where to use Graphical User Interfaces
(GUI), or even the range of functions adopted by the agents should also be adequate according to the
implementation objectives. Other solutions previously mentioned may also be good options for dealing
with time bottlenecks (e.g., cloud computing, as presented in Reference [12], or parallel computing, as
presented in Reference [53]) or for integrating MOM with other plants (e.g., myJoghurt [3], SDWs [53]
or IT systems [56]).

To better understand the framework implementation in a real job-shop, as well as its potential
performance and adaptation capacity to attend factory’ interests, an initial application developed
considering a real case is presented in the next section.

5. Framework Implementation in a Real Case

5.1. Case Study

The case study chosen for the framework evaluation is a company that works primarily with
customers in the automotive industry. This particular company produces about 430 types of products,
manufactured on its about 800 manufacturing machines. The company produces for 495 h per month
on average and delivers to customers four times per month, thus every 123.75 h of production.

Currently, the production scheduling of the industrial plant considered is created by a software
named Preactor. Preactor is a finite capacity planning system, with a highly configurable and modular
structure [72]. Reference [6] present a survey about production scheduling systems currently used
in the industrial sector, offering an analysis of 16 systems including Preactor. The authors point out
that, compared to other software, Preactor lacks the functionality to display information received
from the sensors in the manufacturing system. Preactor is especially useful for generating scheduling
from resource information, demands and constraint information (through its integration with an ERP
system or through its bill of materials module, according to [72]).

In the case study analyzed, Preactor operates on 3 months demand forecasting, integrating
scheduling functions with the factory’ ERP. The content of this forecast used by Preactor includes
information on the quantity of each product to be manufactured and its due dates. Based on this
forecasting, the software creates a schedule for one month of production. Preactor takes 8 h on
average to calculate this production schedule for the whole factory. Besides using Preactor for
monthly scheduling, the company still uses it for activities such as: optimize the purchase of
materials and productive resources, plan the production with preventive maintenance and control the
outsourced operations.

Currently, the plant does not have an automated production data collection system to monitor the
execution (such as an MES) of the generated schedule, being the production data updated manually
from time to time during the month. This occasional update of production data creates difficulties in
tracking the factory’s production status, resulting in divergences between the available information
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and the current production status. To minimize this problem, there is a monthly effort to update all
production data before creating a new monthly schedule.

The factory currently experiences large fluctuations in the number of work-in-progress (WIP) over
a month, validated by employees who explain that there is a greater allocation of production resources
at the beginning of the month. In addition to generating a high volume of inventory, these oscillations
also casually demand the use of extra hours at the beginning of the month and result in idle periods at
the end of it. It is also observed that most part of the effort in scheduling is intended for minimizing
the number of setup activities performed. Such planning is due to the lengthy time of setup activities,
which can take up to 4 h, while the processing time of products takes less than 20 s on average.

5.2. Framework Application

The factory evaluates the possibility of implementing the proposed framework to perform
a dynamic scheduling of the production, integrated to the existing ERP system. Thus, manual update
of production data would be automated and the scheduling via Preactor is eliminated (although not
its use for other of its mentioned functions).

The framework application was tested in a simulation model developed in Anylogic for
an automotive transmission forks production line of this factory. The model developed in Anylogic
sought to mimic as close as possible the current situation of the analyzed production line, using real
data of the monthly volumes of production and sequence of operations needed for manufacturing
each type of product considered, the quantity and type of machines available and their respective
production capacities and average times used in processing and setup activities. Then another
scenario was developed, implementing the agent-based framework for carrying out the scheduling
activities, thus replacing the schedule generated by Preactor. Finally, simulations made using these two
computational models allowed evaluating the potential performance of the framework implementation,
which was compared with the current performance obtained in the factory through Preactor adoption.

The line considered has 9 types of machines with distinct functions involving the operations of
turning, broaching, heat treatment, straightening, cracking, drilling, grinding, assembly and inspection.
There are two parallel machines for broaching and heat treatment and one machine for each other
operation so that the total number of machines in the analyzed production line is 11. Except for the
heat treatment machines, which are shared for manufacturing also other products than those analyzed
in this paper (Other Products), all machines are exclusively dedicated to five specific product types,
denominated as products 414, 415, 416, 419 and 422.

For this initial implementation, AI Agent is not used and Agent Coordinator is used only for
coordinating other agents exclusively through using dispatching rules. Therefore, there is neither
creation nor optimization of a schedule. Agent Order Fulfillment, on the other hand, is used
for creating Agents Products, communicating exclusively with the ERP system, which provides
demand data. Figure 6 shows a schematic overview of the communication between agents for this
framework application.

The simulation model starts with the reading of forecasted data, as it currently is by Preactor.
This information includes the quantity of each product to be made and the start and due dates of
production. Agent Order Fulfillment reads this data and creates new agents (Agent Products) for each
order to be manufactured, individually recording in these agents a priority number, which will be used
later to choose its individual priority in each machine queue (by Agent Machines). At each completed
production step, Agents Products individually request to Agent Coordinator information on which
of the machines available should be chosen for its next processing operation. To make the choice of
this machine, Agent Coordinator collects real-time information about the status of all job-shop agents,
provided by Agents Supervisors.
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Two steps were chosen to compose the dispatching rule applied by Agent Coordinator for
coordinating the agents in the considered case. In the first step, Agent Coordinator verifies the current
machines setup type (each type of product has its own setup type). For this, this agent verifies which
is the next production operation to be performed on each product and which machines are available to
carry out this step, checking between the available machines if one is already configured to produce
the considered product. If so, the product is sent directly to this specific machine. This rule is used to
minimize the number of setup operations. The second step is applied only when the first step results
negative (that is, there are no preconfigured setups in any of the machines available for the analyzed
product). In this case, agents Products are sent to the machines with the lowest number of products in
the queue. This rule is applied to balance machines utilization.

Finally, Agents Machine modify the production order of products waiting in their own queues,
passing products with higher priority forward and sending products with lower priority to the end
of the queue. Therefore, Agents Machine consider only the priority of the orders in their respective
queues and not the setup for which they are configured. Only one Agent Supervisor is required in the
case study chosen since only one production line is considered. This Agent Supervisor collects data
about the availability, queue size and current setup of all available machines, making this information
available to Agent Coordinator. Agent Supervisor also creates and removes Agents Machine to adapt
the model to changes in the number of machines available on the production line (as would happen in
the case of a machine breakdown for example).

In all, 4 different scenarios were simulated for the framework application, all of them involving
changes in the logic used by Agent Order Fulfillment to create new Agents Products. In the first
scenario, Agent Order Fulfillment creates Agents Products following exactly the same overproduction
volume as defined by Preactor. In this way, the performance difference between Preactor’s scheduling
and this Scenario 1 is given by the priorities defined for each product type (which impacts the choice of
Agents Machine among those products waiting in their individual queue) and by the dispatching rule
applied by the Agent Coordinator to select a machine for each Agent Product’s production. The priority
set values for each product types are 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1 for products of types 414, 415, 416, 419, 422 and
other products, respectively.

In the remaining three scenarios, Agent Order Fulfillment uses the monthly forecasted demand to
define the start the production of Agents Products at different periods of the month. An interval of
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1 h has been defined between the creation of different types of products. In Scenario 2, Agent Order
Fulfillment established the creation of the full weekly demand at the beginning of the week.
In Scenario 3, Agent Order Fulfillment divides the weekly demand into two, creating Agents Products
twice a week, every week. Finally, in Scenario 4, Agent Order Fulfillment divides the weekly demand
into three, creating Agents Products three times a week, every week. Thus, the difference between
these three scenarios is the volume and the moment when the products are placed in production
during the month.

5.3. Framework Performance

Figure 7 shows the current situation of the analyzed production line compared to 4 new scenarios
resulting from the framework applied variations for a typical month of production. For comparison
purposes with the framework new scenarios, the real industrial case is called Test Case.Technologies 2018, 6, x 18 of 26 
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The maximum WIP values for the 4 new scenarios analyzed were 16.469, 18.776, 7.589, 5.364
for Scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively, compared to a maximum WIP of 13.260 for the Test Case.
In addition, the number of hours in which the WIP value was 0 (that is, the whole line was idle) is 183,
170, 176, 168 and 163 for the Test case, Scenario 1, Scenario 2, Scenario 3 and Scenario 4, respectively.
It can be seen from the Figure 7 that Scenario 1 had little difference in WIP in relation to the Test
case, following a very similar behavior during the month. This was the only new scenario that ended
the analyzed period with a not null WIP value, with a total of 686 products of type 419 still being
processed, compared to a total of 682 products of the same type for the Test Case.

In relation to the number of setup activities performed during the analyzed period, Figure 8
presents the performance of each new scenario in relation to the Test case.
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In all, 68, 38, 64 and 96 setup operations were performed for Scenarios 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively,
compared to 36 setup operations performed in the Test Case.

It was also analyzed the attendance to customers’ demand, in comparison with the number of
products made each week, shown in Figure 9.
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It is worth mentioning here that all the analyzed scenarios were able to meet the total monthly
customers demand during the considered period, with a minor exception for the Test Case and Scenario
1 which had some products of type 419 pending on the end of the month (less than 0.05% of the monthly
demand were not delivered in these scenarios). The production of each product type also varied
considerably mainly in these two scenarios, while Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 performed identically. Finally,
Figure 10 presents the average utilization indices of the 11 total machines available in the considered
job-shop. It is worth mentioning here that setup operations were considered a no-utilization of the
machine for calculating this average.
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Again the Test Case and Scenario 1 had similar performances, while the remaining three scenarios
also had similar performances when compared to each other.

Finally, one machine was subtracted from the simulation model for analyzing the adaptability of
the agents to a machine breakdown situation. Scenario 2 was chosen for this hypothetical case due to
its higher average WIP. It was simulated the breaking of a heat treatment machine in the tenth hour of
the analyzed period, with results shown in Figure 11.
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A small change in performance in relation to the no-machine-break scenario is seen in Figure 11,
which affects production in a similar way during the 4 weeks analyzed. It is worth noting here that the
perceived difference in performance between the two scenarios analyzed in this experiment is solely
due to the reduction of production capacity caused by the individual machine breaking. This finding
is verified analyzing that the same behavior of decrease is seen in the 4 weeks presented in Figure 11,
which means that the breaking effect occurred at 10th hour did not affect the agents’ performance to
adapt and choose the next available machine to perform the same operation.

5.4. Discussion and Implementation

5.4.1. Technical Details of Implementation

Considering the analyzed industrial case, a TCP/IP network based on a three layers structure
will be used for implementing the framework, namely: (i) physical devices layer; (ii) middleware layer
and (iii) upper layer.

The physical devices layer covers all physical devices built in with data exchange technology.
In this particular case, we opted for RFID technology based on readers and tags, given its high reliability,
low application costs and relative simplicity. It is worth highlighting here the six classes used for
dividing RFID tags, which increase in the order of complexity of functions and price [73,74]. Class 0
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tags are read-only, while Class 1 are writeable once. Class 2 devices can be writing as many times as it
is needed, while in Class 3 there is the addition of sensors for recording parameters of interest, such as
temperature. Finally, there is the addition of transmitters in Classes 4 and 5, which allow sending
signals independently to the readers (in class 4) and communication with other devices or other same
class tags (in Class 5).

To perform the functions chosen for the Agents Products, which include the Production Data
Collection function in the case analyzed, it is necessary to use tags of at least Class 2. The low
amount of information needed for performing the Production Data Collection enables using tags
with low storage capacity (for cost reduction), such as 65 kbs. Here the authors still analyze
the possibility of using these tags in batches of products, rather than individually per product,
for further minimizing implementation costs. This possibility still will be evaluated in detail during
the framework implementation.

For the middleware layer, there are several commercial or open source tools available for
developing MAS applications. These tools enable agent classes with specific attributes, as well
as creating a virtual environment where these agents can send and receive information. Attendance to
FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents), a reference organization responsible for establishing
and developing software standards for agents and systems based on agents, is a relevant indicator for
choosing the software to be used [40]. Among the available options, reference [75] cite as examples of
software developed according to FIPA standards: FIPA-OS, Java Agent Development Environment
(JADE), Manufacturing Agent Simulation Tool, ZEUS, MAST and GrassHopper.

For the case analyzed, we intend to use the JADE open source platform, which has an extensive
application in the literature [1,55,76,77] and is referred as a simple, compact, graphically friendly [48,78]
and easy to use [79] platform. The adoption of this software in each desktop computer used in the
workstations will allow a GUI interface to the workers, who will be able to follow in real-time the
current performance of system’ agents and possible scheduling changes.

Finally, the Upper layer connects the local MAS implementation in JADE to the remaining
organization areas, receiving ERP demand information and providing real-time production data in
an ISA-95 based XML file (namely the B2MML application already mentioned). Regarding the A.I.
Agent implementation in particular (not yet considered in this phase of the case analyzed), this layer
may also contain the functionality performed by this type of agent, using a simulation model for
optimizing an existing schedule. In this case, the software Anylogic, used in this work, also supports
the exchange of data in XML format, which would facilitate the implementation and use of this
software to perform the optimization based on simulation.

Finally, the choice made for the 65 kb Class 2 tag also allows estimating the maximum data flow
exchanged at the shop floor level for the analyzed production line. Considering the highest WIP of all
considered scenarios (about 19,000 products in Scenario 2) and a network with a capacity of 10 MB/s,
the value of this exchange would reach approximately 1206 MB of data (65 kb × 19,000/(1024 kb/MB)),
which would require about 2.01 minutes (1206 MB/s (10 MB/s) × (60 s)) to load all factory data in
the event of a total system abrupt restart/collapse. Once the system is fully operational, the data
exchange flow is much less intensive, since only changes in agents states (functioning/not functioning
or manufactured/to be manufactured, for example) are incorporated into the system’ data stream.

5.4.2. General Discussion

The application of a simulation model to an industrial case to test the framework performance
allows the perception of some interesting insights. Through simulation, the WIP oscillation in the
current industrial scenario is verified, highlighting the current use of larger stocks levels. It was
seen that, although the option to work with higher stock levels favors reducing the number of
setup operations performed, it results in less flexibility in adapting to changes in customer demands.
With the framework application, this flexibility situation is changed. Even Scenario 1, which followed
the same volume of production as defined by Preactor (but using dispatching rules for controlling the
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production), could satisfy a change in customer demand by inserting this information into Agent Order
Fulfillment. Once the framework uses dispatching rules for the production, including a new demand
could cause these products started to be produced immediately (by increasing the priority value
thereof), or even to pass these to the end of the current production week queue (by using a priority
value lower than the one of the products being made). This example shows the importance of the
autonomy provided to agents by a priority rule. In the scenarios tested a static value was determined
but the framework application enables the inclusion of dynamic values for prioritizing each product
type. This could involve such a rule that the priority value of a product corresponds to its own due
time to delivery (which would probably lead to a greater number of setup operations, as seen in
Scenario 1 performance in relation to this variable).

In the 3 remaining scenarios, the model flexibility can be better visualized. In Scenario 2, the option
to produce the weekly demand at once allowed a better performance in relation to machine setups
operations, which were very close to the best performance seen in the Test case. This option, however,
generates a high number of WIP, although it generates a lower inventory value of finished products in
relation to the Test Case and Scenario 1. In Scenarios 3 and 4, on the other hand, the value of WIP is
reduced dramatically at the cost of an increase in setup operations. However, it should be highlighted
that very simplistic dispatching rules were used in this initial implementation so that the full potential
of the framework might increase considerably with more advanced and appropriate dispatching rules,
as well as with the use of an AI Agent. Nevertheless, Scenario 4 WIP value deserves to be mentioned,
which had its peak 67.4% lower than that verified in the Test case. Updating the demand every 1/3
week with the company’s ERP also enables a responsiveness up to 12 times superior in relation to
current performance to variations in customer orders, when demand is only considered to create a new
scheduling once a month.

The framework implementation also highlighted agents’ autonomy to adapt to a broken machine
situation, by instantly queuing the related products to the next available machine. This is due to
the advantages provided by real-time data exchange and the agility made possible by dispatching
rules. Furthermore, it is worth noting that monthly demand was practically satisfied in all scenarios,
with a high number of hours of production in which the entire line analyzed was idle and a very low
average value for machines utilization. As a consequence, it is evident that the production line analyzed
can reduce the number of hours allocated to production or share its machines for manufacturing other
products, as already happens with the heat treatment machines. In the case of sharing, it is clearly
preferable to perform a constant performance as seen in Scenarios 2, 3 and 4 to an unstable one,
as currently verified.

Some insights related to industrial applications can still be pointed out. First, it turns out that
solving the JSP involving only reducing the number of setup activities performed should not be taken
as a golden rule for all industrial cases. The analysis showed that the effort to reduce the number of
setup activities performed in the analyzed production line results in higher WIP volumes in the factory,
leading to the production of final product inventories up to 400% higher than the weekly delivery
demand. In addition to resulting in the use of larger areas to accommodate these products, which in
turn also generate capital opportunity costs, these large inventories minimize the line flexibility to
meet changes in customer demand.

In this sense, it was visualized that it is possible to attend all the weekly demand of the line
through the balance of production, even with the increase in the number of setup operations performed.
In this case, real-time data collection and the use of dispatching rules made it possible to balance the
use of the machines and the adaptation to unforeseen disturbances, such as the breaking of a machine.

Thus, the emergence of new perspectives provided by technological development brings light to
the exploration of other possibilities. As seen in this case, better resource utilization and adaptability
both to job-shop variations and customer demand may be more beneficial to industrial performance
than the reduction in the number of setup activities performed. The improvement of these indicators
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of performance is benefited by data-driven technologies, which allow real-time production monitoring
and decision making.

It is still evident the utility of a simulation model for strategic decision making, facilitated by
information digitization. Through the simulations, it was verified that, despite high setup times and
large production oscillations, the biggest line problem is not directly related to the number of machines
nor the capacity available. In this sense, data-driven decision making still has much of its potential
benefits highly dependent on identifying what is more important to each particular case. Even with
the possibility of meeting customer demand changes involving a prioritization policy, for example,
there are trade-offs that must be considered (such as performance reductions seen in the increase of
setup operations, as in the case analyzed). Therefore, as big as the potential benefits in CPS era are the
factory’s management choices among several trade-offs available.

6. Conclusions

This paper proposed a novel conceptual framework for dynamically dealing with the Job-shop
Scheduling Problem through a Multi-Agent System architecture. The proposed framework is highly
flexible to several industrial contexts, having characteristics of dynamic adaptation and autonomous
control, which in turn can provide greater agility and flexibility to deal with stochastic events
in job-shops. It also considers the use of current industry standards, in order to facilitate its
implementation and subsequent modification in real industrial cases. The application of the framework
was simulated for a real industrial case, which enabled the verification of its potential in relation to
an existing application. In the analyzed case the simulations show that the use of the framework
brought more flexibility and agility to deal with stochastic effects in the JSP, maintaining a good
performance compared to the current scheduling system even with the use of simple dispatching
rules. For future work, we intend to continue with the framework implementation in the analyzed
line, which will make it possible to deepen the analysis regarding costs and viability, data flow,
system reactivity to different types of events, possibility of using economical lots of tags for reducing
implementation costs and evaluate the need of using the A.I. Agent for optimizing the scheduling on
this production line.

We still identify two distinct paths in relation to future research on the combination of MAS and
data-driven technologies in the CPS era. The first relates to the use of these technologies to bridge
the boundaries of digitization and decision-making beyond the job-shop, including the company’s
remaining operations as well as its integration with other organizations. Due to the agents’ autonomy
characteristics, its use can be disseminated to fulfill the most distinct operations related to the
organization and its supply chain. Another possibility is exploring the use of data collected in the
job-shop to improve the performance of agents’ decisions. The use of techniques related to the use of
collected data, such as those involving artificial intelligence and big data, for example, can help agents
“learn” to make better decisions based on past results. Potentially, the combination of data-driven
technologies and MAS makes it possible achieving all expected typical advantages of the CPS era,
ranging from taking the most diverse types of decisions to its implementation and subsequent control
and monitoring.
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